
The Genesis of the Green, Green Christmas Tree 
 
90 percent of ornament materials are recyclable/repurposed/renewable materials. Each ornament is handmade 
and took from 20 minutes to 2 hours.   
 
The rules: Only things found at second hand stores, garage sales and stuff at the end of its useful life from 
friends/acquaintances/family (e.g. tennis balls and a wool sweater) could be used as the central point of each 
ornament. Ornament pieces were found in Colorado, Oregon, Utah and Washington. Ancillary items  to 
complete the ornaments include glue, wire, beads and ribbon 
 
The idea: To demonstrate that a truly beautiful Christmas tree could be created from “junk” that was a step 
away from a final trip to the landfill in many cases, lessening the tree’s carbon footprint 
 
The ornaments are made from: 
 
10 Metal cutout Stars-from an old tin ceiling 
16 Glass Christmas Postcards-window glass, antique postcards,  
23 Paper balls-cut from old sheet music and old maps 
10 Small Metal Cutouts-from old tin ceiling tiles 
9 Assorted Large Metal Cutouts-from old ceiling tiles 
41 Glittering Snowballs-repurposed and upholstered tennis balls 
24 Water Drops-Acrylic crystals-new materials- Rotary mission: safe water for kids around the world 
2 Christmas Geese-2nd hand pair nesting in a second hand teapot and teacup 
52 Ceramic Salt Shakers-holiday, everyday used salt and pepper shakers 
4 Broken crystal-old broken crystal, edges ground and wrapped 
10 Assorted Statues and Ceramics- adapted for ornaments 
29 Small Glasses and small bottles-old glass now snow globes 
12 Crystal Salt Shakers 
4 Napkin Rings 
14 Reclaimed Fruit and Flowers-second hand junk vegetation repurposed 
13 Silver Spoon Bird Nests-Old sterling silver spoons, reindeer moss and birds with an egg 
5 Cup and Saucer Nests -cups and saucers turned into nests with eggs and birds 
 
10  Matter Art Gallery contributions from Matter Artist 
1 Bottle Cap Garland from Matter Artist 
 
1 Globe Tree Topper-created from an old world globe and acrylic crystals, wire, and ribbon 
 

300 Total Ornaments 
 
1 Tree Skirt-from felted wool second hand sweaters 
 
 
 


